Virginia Quick (vquick@njaes.rutgers.edu) - 1:10 PM
Q: I thought that the match day was changed to a Monday?

Caroline Webber (caroline.webber@wmich.edu) - 1:12 PM
Q: Will those accepted into a DI be expected to accept?

Caroline Webber (caroline.webber@wmich.edu) - 1:12 PM
Q: so they get a choice of either DI or Future Ed?

Heidi Oberrieder (heidio@ksu.edu) - 1:14 PM
Q: Will CPs and FGs be required to follow the new suggested dates?

Heidi Oberrieder (heidio@ksu.edu) - 1:19 PM
Q: Will it be confusing to a student applying to both DI and FGs?

Lorraine Weatherspoon (weathe43@msu.edu) - 1:22 PM
Q: if a student used old platform and did not match, but wants to reapply in Spring. How will they know what transfer and what does not.?

Pinkin Panchal (pbp14@sebs.rutgers.edu) - 1:24 PM
Q: Any changes to second match?

Heidi Oberrieder (heidio@ksu.edu) - 1:24 PM
Q: If a student submits a application early to a GF, doesn't that look the application for changes before sending to the DI?
Heidi Oberrieder (heidio@ksu.edu) - 1:27 PM
Q: Since nothing transfers over, then applicants will have to have transcripts resent?

Makayla Schuchardt (mlschuchardt@wisc.edu) - 1:32 PM
Q: We are a FG program but we DO require a verification statement. I just want to make sure that our program would not be visible to non-verification statement students even though we are a FG.

Makayla Schuchardt (mlschuchardt@wisc.edu) - 1:51 PM
Q: With the upgrade, will you be able to report statistics on match/acceptance rate to all types of programs?

Heidi Oberrieder (heidio@ksu.edu) - 1:51 PM
Q: Thank you all for the hard work you are putting into the DICAS upgrade!

Makayla Schuchardt (mlschuchardt@wisc.edu) - 1:51 PM
Q: If I understand correctly, the current match rate data is only for DI (not FG or CP)?

Kati Fosselius (KATI.FOSSELIUS@JEFFERSON.EDU) - 1:51 PM
Q: Thanks very much for an informative session - this was quite helpful!

Susan Helm (susan.helm@pepperdine.edu) - 1:53 PM
Q: Thank you Mary Dean, Robyn, Heather, Joni, and Jillian!